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Abstract

An important task in the pharmaceutical industry today is analytical transfer. However, no actual guidelines are available
today. It is for this reason that we decided to devise a rigorous method using statistic exploitation of results. The statistical
technique used is ANOVA (analysis of variance). We chose to treat the case of quantitative analysis in LC but the
methodology could easily be adapted to other analytical techniques. The criteria of the transfer validation could be
formulated thus: ‘‘for each response of interest, the new laboratory must produce results that are not significantly different
from those of the reference entity’’, or more explicitly by: ‘‘the new laboratory must have dispersion characteristics
compatible with those of the reference entity and must exhibit no bias’’. While compatibility of precision can easily be
assessed, the test of absence of bias requires that certified materials be available. Since certified materials can only be
obtained through an inter-laboratory study, it means that the reference entity is necessarily a pool of laboratories. Using a
single laboratory instead of a pool would not allow a distinction to be drawn between a bias and an inter-laboratory
dispersion, which would lead to abnormal transfer failure. The methodology developed was then used on an example. The
last part deals with the situation where certified materials are suspected to be slightly degraded. It is explained how such a
case, likely to be encountered in pharmaceutical products stored over a long period, can be handled without re-starting the
study from scratch.  1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries formed the subject of many studies [1–14]. For the
pharmaceutical industry, where regulation has tended

Because of the complete automation of chromato- to become more and more strict [15], this situation
graphic devices, the repeatability of analyses has was a real problem. Henceforth industrial concerns
reached a high level of excellence (with R.S.D. less had to validate any analytical transfer. The validation
than 1%). But problems arose: when two laboratories note must prove that the results of the new laboratory
analyzed quantitatively the same product with the were not significantly different from the reference
same liquid chromatography (LC) method, signifi- results. However, it was current practice that only
cant differences appeared quite frequently, which two laboratories were involved in the study. Such an

approach could be acceptable if the laboratory that
*Corresponding author. had developed the method could assert that all the
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parameters influent had been identified and could be ing the analysis were similar to those which con-
controlled. It is quite seldom with a chromatographic ducted the method routinely. It was recommended to
method. So, in a two-laboratory transfer attempt, if use as many batches as necessary to obtain a set able
significant discrepancies were observed it was im- to be considered representative of the population of
possible to determine whether the differences were the potential batches. The injection sequence was not
tolerable and could be explained by usual inter- imposed a priori, but it must be identical for the
laboratory dispersion inherent to the method (and collaborative study and the laboratory wishing to be
due to uncontrolled parameters), or reflected an validated. A sequence with three preparations per
unacceptable bias. batch and two injections per preparation was rec-

Current practices were also to define a priori ommended.
validation criteria that had to be fulfilled. These Subsequently, a statistical exploitation of the data
criteria were determined by the analysts in charge of had to be carried out. The usual technique employed
the method. In most cases they were based on was analysis of variance (ANOVA) [18]. The mathe-
instinct, on what was judged reasonable, and very matical model required special care, since it had to
often only on the results emanating from the labora- be in accordance with the experimental design. This
tory that had developed the method, considered de design generally included the factors laboratory,
facto as the reference entity. batch, preparation and the laboratory–batch inter-

This paper aims to give chromatographers a tool action. The preparation factor is not included into the
based on a rigorous method to validate a laboratory repeatability because it allows a better overview of
for the assay determination of a specified product. the method characteristics and weaknesses. More-
The statistical tool was not used with a view to over it does not require more experimental work and
giving the smallest confidence interval for a result or the additional computation work (easily achieved by
the smallest prediction interval. It must rather be a statistical software) is widely compensated by
seen as a means to establish objective criteria for information obtained. Thanks to this information it is
validation of a new laboratory. This method is based possible to improve the experimental protocol, for
on the use of the results of a collaborative study, example through an optimization of the injection
which must necessarily have been completed previ- sequence. For each component of interest in the
ously. Here only the main principles governing such product, the conclusions of the collaborative trials
a study were recalled (for an exhaustive description must include not only the typical repeatability of the
refer previous works dealing with the spiramycin and method characterized by its standard deviation (or
ketoprofen studies [16,17]). Indeed, a laboratory was variance) estimate, but also the influence or non-
defined as an analyst–device pair, not as a geo- influence of the various factors or interactions. In the
graphical location. The number of laboratories in- event of significant influence of a term, an estimation
volved was not fixed; however a minimum of six of the corresponding standard deviation (S.D.) was
was required. These laboratories had to be repre- given. It was of interest to present these results in a
sentative of the population of the laboratories that table (Table 1).
could be induced to carry out such an analysis. In A similar table must be set up for each component
others words, their performance and way of perform- of interest in the product (e.g., likely to be used for

Table 1
Conclusions of the collaborative study

Source of variation Significant influence (Y/N) S.D. estimate Degrees of freedom

ˆLaboratory ? s n 21lab lab

ˆBatch ? s n 21batch batch

ˆLaboratory /batch interaction ? s (n 21)(n 21)lab / batch lab batch

ˆPreparation ? s n n (n 21)prep lab batch prep

ˆResidual (repeatability) s n n n (n 21)r lab batch prep inj

n stands for the number of modalities of factor i, (i[ hlaboratory, batch, preparation, injectionj).i
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validation of a new laboratory in reference to the 3.1. Calculation mode for assay from the proposed
collaborative study). injection sequence

In addition, the collaborative study enabled cer-
tified assays to be given for the batches analyzed. The assay calculation mode for the new laboratory
These batches could henceforth be used as reference must be the same as that used during the collabora-
materials for validation of a new laboratory. If tive study. According to recommendations of the US
significant influence of the interaction was exhibited Food and Drug Administration (FDA), for each
it could signify insufficient resolution for some injection of a product, it is advised that the assay is
participants, or other problems of this kind. Further calculated using all the injections of the standard.
investigations concerning the origin of this problem
must be undertaken in order to make appropriate

3.2. Statistical computations
corrections. Such an attitude would prevent future
difficulties when transferring the method.

The controlled factors that are taken into account
To illustrate and to facilitate understanding, an

are presented in Table 2.
example was considered and the case where certified

The mathematical design is nested: the preparation
materials might be degraded is treated in Section 5.

factor is nested with the factor batch, which means
the preparation i for batch j has nothing in common
with preparation i for batch k.

2. Experimental conditions According to this model, the theoretical expression
for the a th result is:

This relates to a new laboratory wishing to be
x 5 m 1 b 1 c 1 ´ (1)jka j k( j ) jkavalidated for the assay determination of some com-

ponents of a product. It is worthy to note that a
where x is a result of a determination carried outjkalaboratory having taken part in the collaborative
on batch j with preparation k( j), m is the expected

study and that the results of which have not been
value of x (estimated by the grand mean), b is thejrejected as outliers is validated de facto.
effect of the batch factor at level j, c is the effectk( j )The batches to be used are the certified assay
of the preparation factor at level k, the factor batch

batches of the collaborative study. The number can
being at level j, and ´ is the effect of the randomjkabe reduced if it has been proven that some of these
error.

batches were non-informative for the kind of transfer
The corresponding theoretical table for analysis of

chosen. The sample preparation technique must be
variance is shown in Table 3.

identical to what would be done in routine analysis.
To calculate the ‘‘sum of squares’’ quantities, the

If the collaborative study has been well-devised it
use of statistical software is strongly recommended.

must be very close to it, even identical. First, a new
Again with the help of a software, for each

laboratory wishing to have itself validated must pass
component of interest in the product, it is possible to

the conformity test, as each participant in the col-
determine the repeatability variance of this new

laborative study has done previously. The injection 2ˆlaboratory (estimated by s ), the potential influencersequence used in the new laboratory and in the
of the preparation factor, and in the event of in-

collaborative study must be identical; however, if
fluence, the corresponding variance estimate. The

fewer batches are used, it may be curtailed.
test of influence of the preparation factor is accom-

Table 2
3. Data processing Controlled factors for ANOVA

Factor Type No. of modalities
This treatment is to be applied to each component

Batch Random nbatchof the product whose assay determination must be
Preparation (batch) Random n (for each batch)prepvalidated by the new laboratory.
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Table 3
Theoretical analysis of variance table

Source of variation Sum of squares: Q Degrees of freedom: n Quantity estimated by the mean square: Q /n
nbatch

2 2 22¯ ¯Batch Q 5 n n o X 2 x n 21 s 1n s 1n n ss dB inj prep j. .. batch r inj prep inj prep batch
j51

nn prepbatch
2 22¯ ¯Preparation (batch) Q 5 n o o X 2 x n (n 21) s 1n ss dC inj jk j. batch prep r inj prep

j51 k51

n nn prep injbatch
22¯ ¯Error Q 5 o o o X 2 x n n (n 21) ss dr jka jk batch prep inj r

j51 k51 a 51

n nn prep injbatch
22¯ ¯Total Q 5 o o o X 2 x n n n 21 ss dT jka .. batch prep inj T

j51 k51 a 51

2
s 5Residual variance.r

2
s 5Total variance.T

2
s 5Inter-batch variance.batch qn r n r n1 1 12 ] ] ]¯ ¯ ¯s 5Inter-preparation variance, and x 5 O x x 5 OO x x 5 OOO xprep jk jka j. jka .. jkan nr nrqa 51 k51a 51 j51k51a 51

Table 4
Conclusions for the new laboratory

Source of variation Significant influence (Y/N) S.D. estimate Degrees of freedom

ˆPreparation ? s n (n 21)prep batch prep

ˆResidual (repeatability) s n n (n 21)r batch prep inj

plished by means of a Snedecor’s test [19]. The Repeatability of the new laboratory must not be
1value of the a level must be determined in the significantly poorer than the reference repeatability

transfer protocol. Values generally used are 1% or determined through the collaborative study. The
2 25% [9,20–22]. The corresponding variance estimate statistical null hypothesis is s (new laboratory)#sr r

is deduced from the mean square. To prevent dis- (collaborative study). The statistical test is a one-
crepancies, it is strongly advised to test at this point sided Snedecor’s test whose discriminant function is

2 2ˆ ˆthe compatibility of residual precision between the F 5 s new laboratory /s collaborative study .f gs d s dr r

reference entity and the new laboratory. In the event If the numerical value of F is greater than the critical
of compatibility, the use (both in tests and calcula- value of a Snedecor’s variable with n and n degrees1 2

tion) of the repeatability variance estimated from the of freedom at significance level a, then the null
inter-laboratory study allows a more powerful test of hypothesis must be rejected. n and n are the1 2

influence of the preparation factor, thanks to the degrees of freedom of the two variances’ estima-
higher number of degrees of freedom. In addition, it tions; they are given in Tables 1 and 4, respectively.
also allows a more reliable estimate of the prepara- If this criterion is not met, the new laboratory must
tion variance. check its appliances in order to determine the origin

These conclusions are presented in Table 4. of this insufficient repeatability.
The preparation criterion is to be tested only when

3.3. Acceptance criteria for the new laboratory the former criterion is met. It is in fact a precision
criterion, but relative to the preparation factor. The

In order to be validated, the new laboratory must inter-preparations dispersion of the new laboratory
fulfil both precision and accuracy requirements for must not be worse than the reference inter-prepara-
each component of the product to be determined. tions dispersion, determined through the collabora-

2tive study. The statistical null hypothesis is s prep
2

1 (new laboratory)#s (collaborative study). TheThe a level involves a risk equal to a chances out of 100 that the prep

null hypothesis will be rejected though it is true (type 1 error). statistical test is a Snedecor’s test whose discriminant
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2 2ˆ ˆfunction is F 5 s new laboratory /s col- corresponds to the number of degrees of freedom ofs d sf prep prep

the inter-laboratories variance.laborative study . If the numerical value of F isd g
The accuracy is accepted if, for each componentgreater than the critical value of a Snedecor’s

of interest in the product and for each certified batch,variable with n and n degrees of freedom at1 2
all the assays are within the corresponding intervals.significance level a, then the null hypothesis must be
If there is a batch whose assay is outside (or arejected. n and n are the degrees of freedom of the1 2
component in a batch), an investigation must betwo variances’ estimations; they are given in Tables
carried out to determine the origin of the bias (matrix1 and 4, respectively. If this criterion is not met, the
effect, insufficient resolution, etc.). It is true that withnew laboratory must check its preparation technique
this criterion working too well during the collabora-and appliances (balance...) in order to determine the
tive trial can lead to rejection for a new laboratory.origin of this poor preparation technique. It is far
That is the reason why the laboratories involved inbetter to test the significance of the preparation factor
the collaborative trial have to be representative of the(and if necessary to estimate the corresponding
whole population of laboratories. The alternativevariance) by using the repeatability variance estimate
approach using tolerated biases is, in our opinion,of the inter-laboratory study rather than those of the
less rigorous because of its arbitrary content.new laboratory.

The accuracy criterion will allow the new labora-
3.4. Transfer validationtory to assert that its results are free of bias. First, the

new laboratory must analyze the certified batches of
Finally the transfer is validated when, for eachthe collaborative study. The batch assay is then

component of interest in the product (drug substanceobtained by averaging all the results relating to the
and even related substances), and for as manybatch in the injection sequence. For each batch
certified batches as are necessary to obtain a repre-analyzed and for each component of interest in the
sentative set, all the above criteria are met. (i) Theproduct, the assays determined by the new laboratory
repeatability of the new laboratory is not signifi-must be within the confidence interval defined by Eq.
cantly worse than the repeatability determined by the(2).
collaborative study. (ii) The preparation variance of

]]]]]]]2 2 the new laboratory is not significantly greater thanŝ ŝprep r2ˆ ]] ]]]CI 5 T 6t s 1 1 (2)F G the preparation variance determined by the collabora-c a,n lab n n nprep prep injœ tive study. (iii) The new laboratory presents no bias.
where T is the assay determined by the collaborative Fig. 1 illustrates schematically the whole transferc

study, a significance level defining the risk of type 1 validation procedure.
error; n number of degrees of freedom that can be
associated with the quantity under the square root;
t critical value that a Student’s variable with na,n

degrees of freedom has a chances out of 100 not to
2ˆexceed; s estimate of the inter-laboratories vari-lab

2ˆance in the collaborative study (see Table 1); s prep

estimate of the inter-preparations variance in the
2ˆcollaborative study (see Table 1); s estimate of ther

residual variance (reference repeatability) in the
collaborative study (see Table 1); n number ofprep

preparations (for each batch) used by the new
laboratory (see Table 4) and n number of in-inj

jections (for each preparation) used by the new
laboratory (see Table 4). By default, we shall choose
the minimum of the number of degrees of freedom of
the three variances’ estimate. Generally speaking, it Fig. 1. Procedure for validation of a new laboratory.
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4. Practical example study were used. Sample technique preparation was
identical to that used during the collaborative study.

The example chosen was based on the results of The conformity tests were passed successfully.
the inter-laboratory study conducted on the The injection sequence used by the new laboratory
spiramycin analysis [16,17]. Since it was merely an was identical to the collaborative study sequence.
example, we have decided to describe the validation
steps of the new laboratory only for the assay 4.3. Data exploitation
determination of a single component (spiramycin I)
in the product. Nevertheless, if related substances’ The assay calculation methods for both the new
assays were also of interest, the data treatment laboratory and the collaborative study were identical
method would be similar. and followed the US FDA recommendations.

A Ps djk
]]]]]T 5 T (3)4.1. Preliminary collaborative study pP n Rjk OO A R /9s dS Djk

j51k51Seven laboratories were involved. The number of
batches was two, denoted P and Q. For each where T is the assay found at the kth injection ofPjk
laboratory, the injection sequence was: three the jth preparation of batch P; A(P ) reduced areajk
preparation3two injections. It is described below: (i.e., area divided by the mass weighted) of the kth

injection of the jth preparation of batch P; A(R )jk

reduced area of the kth injection of the jth prepara-
tion of the standard and T assay of the standard.R

The controlled factors, both random, are the batch
(two modalities) and the preparation (three modali-where B is the blank injection, R kth injection ofjk
ties).the jth preparation of the standard and P (resp. Q )jk jk

Table 6 shows the corresponding table forkth injection of the jth preparation of the batch P
analysis of variance.(resp. Q).

Quantities called ‘‘sums of squares’’ were com-Statistical exploitation of the results was under-
puted using JMP software [23]. We chose to carrytaken using JMP software [23]. The conclusions and
out our tests with a significance level of a 50.05.the results of the collaborative trials, for the main

The repeatability of the new laboratory was char-product, are presented in Table 5.
acterized by the residual standard deviation theThe assays in spiramycin I of the batches P and Q
estimate of which was 0.20. The repeatability vari-determined through the collaborative study were
ances of the new laboratory and of the collaborative86.23% for P and 85.94% for Q.
study were compared by means of a Snedecor’s test.

24.2. Experimental conditions ŝ new laboratorys d 0.04r
]]]]]]] ]]F 5 5 5 0.262 0.15ŝ collaborative studys drIn this example, for validation of the new labora-

tory, certified batches P and Q of the collaborative This value must be compared with the value that a

Table 5
Conclusions of the spiramycin collaborative study

Source of variation Significant influence (Y/N) S.D. estimate Degrees of freedom

ˆLaboratory Yes s 50.53 6lab

ˆBatch No s 50 1batch

ˆMethod/batch interaction No s 50 6lab / batch

ˆPreparation Yes s 50.73 28prep

ˆResidual (repeatability) s 50.39 42r
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Table 6
Analysis of variance for the example

Source of variation Sum of squares: Q Degrees of freedom: n Quantity estimated by the mean square: Q /n
2 2 2Batch Q 52.21 1 s 12s 16sB r prep batch
2 2Preparation (batch) Q 53.49 4 s 12sC r prep
2Error Q 50.24 6 sr r
2Total Q 55.93 11 sT T

Snedecor’s variable with 6 and 42 degrees of free- The certified assays determined from the col-
dom has 5 chances out of 100 not to exceed. In laborative study were used for the accuracy criterion.
tables we read F (6, 42)52.32. The null hypoth- The new laboratory’s observed assays were 86.68%0.05

esis could not therefore be rejected. The new labora- for batch P and 85.82% for batch Q.
tory’s repeatability was not worse than that observed For batch P the interval in which the assay had to

]]]]]]in the collaborative study. In this case, the use of a 0.54 0.15F G]] ]]be was: 86.2362.447 0.28 1 1 5Snedecor’s distribution table was not even necessary œ 3 3 ? 2
2 [84.53; 87.93]ˆto draw such a conclusion since F 5 s newf sr

2ˆ For batch Q the interval in which the assay had tolaboratory /s collaborative study was less thangd s dr ]]]]]]
0.54 0.151. F G]] ]]be was: 85.9462.447 0.28 1 1 5The potential influence of the preparation factor œ 3 3 ? 2

[84.24; 87.64]was tested by comparing the inter-preparations mean
For batches P and Q the assays determined by thesquare obtained for the new laboratory to

2 new laboratory were in the corresponding interval.ŝ collaborative study . Here the value of thes dr
Accuracy was validated.discriminant function of the Snedecor’s test is 0.87 /

In conclusion, the transfer was validated since, for0.1555.80. This value must be compared with the
the product concerned (spiramycin 1), and for bothvalue that a Snedecor’s variable with 4 and 42
certified batches, all the criteria were fulfilled. (i)degrees of freedom has 5 chances out of 100 not to
The repeatability of the new laboratory was notexceed. In the tables we read F (4, 42)52.59. The0.05

worse than the repeatability determined by thehypothesis of non-influence for the preparation factor
must be rejected. The inter-preparations variance was collaborative study. (ii) The preparation variance of

2ˆcalculated using equations given in Table 6. s 5 the new laboratory was not worse than the prepara-prep

(0.8720.15) /250.36. The S.D. estimate is the tion variance determined by the collaborative study.
square root of this variance estimate: 0.60. (iii) The new laboratory exhibited no bias.

The preparation variances of the new laboratory
and of the collaborative study were compared by
means of a Snedecor’s test.

5. How to proceed when certified materials are
2

ŝ new laboratory slightly degradeds d 0.36prep
]]]]]]]] ]]F 5 5 5 0.672 0.54ŝ collaborative studys dprep When some certified materials are stored for a

This value must be compared with the value that a long period or under inadequate conditions, signifi-
Snedecor’s variable with 4 and 28 degrees of free- cant degradation may be suspected. In such a situa-
dom has 5 chances out of 100 not to exceed. In tion, using these certified materials for a transfer
tables we read F (4, 28)52.71. The null hypoth- without precautions could be very hazardous. A0.05

esis could not therefore be rejected. The preparation problem arises when degradation reaches a level that
variance of the new laboratory is not worse than that leads to rejection of the accuracy criterion while
of the collaborative study. Once again, it was easily there is no actual bias. To avoid such discrepancies,
concluded that the preparation factor was not signifi- when there is a doubt concerning possible degra-
cant, since the calculated ratio was less than 1. dation of the certified materials, a special procedure
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must be followed. Most results of the collaborative
study are, however, still usable. It is worth noting
that the approach is valid only in case of a slight
degradation.

5.1. Reanalysis

The first step of the process consists in a
reanalysis of the suspect certified material. This new
analysis must be performed by one of the lab-
oratories that took part in the collaborative study or
at least by a laboratory validated using the protocol
described above. This laboratory will be called Fig. 2. Procedure with certified materials suspected of degra-

dation.reference laboratory. The experimental conditions
and the injection sequence must be in accordance
with those of the collaborative study. Data is pro- 5.2. Transfer to a new laboratory
cessed by means of ANOVA. The model used is the
same as that given in Eq. (1), and consequently the When degradation is proved, the transfer protocol
theoretical table is identical to Table 3. is identical to that described in Section 4. The only

The precision characteristics obtained in relation change concerns the accuracy criterion. Instead of
to the degraded certified material must be compared the certified assays T determined by the collabora-C

9with those of the collaborative study. The procedure tive study, henceforth the T assays determined withc

is the same as that described in Section 4.3. If the a single laboratory must be used. Consequently the
conclusions are that the dispersion characteristics (s accuracy criterion must be formulated as follows:r

and s ) are not statistically different from the assays experimentally observed in the new laboratoryprep

dispersion characteristics obtained with the inter- must be in the confidence interval of Eq. (4).
laboratory study, then the dispersion values of the ]]]]]]]]2 2ˆcollaborative study can still be used with the sus- s ŝprep r2ˆ ]] ]]]9CI 5 T 6t 2 s 1 1 (4)F GS Dc a,n labpected certified materials. If not, and on condition n n nprep prep injœ
that the utmost care has been taken by the validated

9laboratory, it means that the degradation of the where T is the assay determined by the referencec

certified materials has profoundly modified the meth- laboratory on the degraded certified materials; a

od dispersion characteristics. In this extreme situa- significance level defining the risk of type 1 error; n

tion there is no other solution than a new collabora- number of degrees of freedom that can be associated
tive study. with the quantity under the square root; by default

It is also possible to check whether the degraded we shall choose the minimum of the number of
certified materials are actually degraded. This can be degrees of freedom of the three variances. This
achieved using the accuracy criterion described at the generally corresponds to the number of degrees of
end of Section 4.3. If the suspected certified materi- freedom of the laboratory factor variance estimate.
als are significantly degraded, the accuracy criterion t is the value that a Student’s variable with na,n

will be rejected; otherwise the assays found in the degrees of freedom has a chances out of 100 not to
2ˆcollaborative study can still be used. We shall refer to exceed; s estimate of the inter-laboratories vari-lab

2ˆthe assays obtained by the laboratory that has ance of the collaborative study (see Table 1); s prep

reanalyzed the certified materials after degradation as estimate of the inter-preparations variance of the
2ˆ9T . collaborative study (see Table 1); s estimate of thec r

The entire procedure that must be used with residual variance (reference repeatability) in the
suspect certified materials is summarized in Fig. 2. collaborative study (see Table 1); n number ofprep
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preparations (for each batch) used by the new the product used was a confidential one. The ultimate
laboratory (see Table 4) and n number of in- goal would be to apply a similar methodology for allinj

jections (for each preparation) used by the new kinds of transfers.
laboratory (see Table 4).

Compared with Eq. (2), Eq. (4) is different by a
factor 2 under the square root. This is because the Acknowledgements
assay of the candidate laboratory is no longer
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dispersion characteristics. pate in these collaborative studies and to allow us

If both precision and accuracy criteria are met the some of their precious time. They are: Drug Safety
transfer is validated. This adaptation is a good way Support Laboratories, Pharmaceutical Quality Analy-
to ensure durability of the work accomplished during sis Department; Analytical Chemistry Unit Labora-
the collaborative study. It prevents a new full inter- tories, Process Chemistry Department; Pharmaceu-
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However, it must be borne in mind that such an
approach is merely an adaptation, and consequently
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